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A New Year's 
Message From 
The Director -

SAFETY AND READINESS 

• The New Year is a time for celebration and reflec
tion. It is a good time for assessing what is important, 
what we have accomplished, and where we are going 
in the year ahead. As the proud new Director of Aero
space Safety, I have examined our safety story and find 
it is, indeed, a successful one. 

Over the past several years, the Air Force has set 
new records in reducing the Class A aircraft mishap 
rate. An increase in operational flying hours, newer and 
safer aircraft in the inventory, realistic}raining, increase 
in the availability of spare parts, the contributions of 
system safety, and continued excellent maintenance 
have all played a role in this success. And I certainly 
give credit to the Air Force Safety Program and all of 
the individuals at MAJ COM and unit levels who push 
flying safety everyday - including, of course, the 
world's best flyers. 

Aircraft mishaps cost the Air Force over half a bil
lion dollars a year. We can't afford that! New weapon 
systems coming on line are very expensive. Every loss 
is more than we can afford, and the human loss is 
intolerable. High performance aircraft and sophisticated 
systems tax our crews and basic human capabilities to 
a high degree, and we need to do everything we can 
to help flyers perform effectively - which means safely. 

I am concerned about mishaps caused by human 
error, which does account for the majority of our mis-

haps. To me, this means that most mishaps are prevent
able. We're looking especially hard at these mishaps 
attributed to human factors . 

We're working on a program to specifically address 
the human factor problem. We must learn from our 
mistakes. In my opinion, we're on our way in attack
ing this major cause of aircraft mishaps. The program 
is called AMP - Aircraft Mishap Prevention - and is 
a computerized management system to compile and 
analyze human factors in aircraft mishaps. 

Safety is not just an entity in itself but is important 
primarily in how much it improves readiness. Readi
ness involves a lot of things - training, standardiza
tion, attitude, equipment, maintenance, and certain
ly, safety! I can't overemphasize the role safety plays in 
maintaining readiness. By preserving and protecting 
our aircrews and aircraft, we support readiness. With
out flying safety, we're not ready to train, fly, or fight . 

A primary challenge in the year ahead is to continue 
to emphasize safety at every level throughout the Air 
Force. One of our jobs here at the Air Force Inspection 
and Safety Center is to support commanders, directors, 
and chiefs of safety in an effort to make safety interest
ing. Safety must be a driving part of the equation for 
success in any operation or organization. It is impor
tant we make safety interesting, appealing, and a part 
of everything we do. 

All of us working our mission together can make 
the New Year superb and safe. We in the Directorate 
of Aerospace Safety wish you a safe 1987! • 

Y~A 
DONALD A. RIGG 
Brigadier General, USAF 
Director of Aerospace Safety 
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SARSAT And You 

TSGT THOMAS BARTRIDGE 
3636th CCTW 
Fairchild AFB, WA 

• The use of satellites to monitor 
and locate distress transmissions 
has been the subject of discussions 
and studies for many years. Quick 
location and recovery time critical
ly improve a victim's survival chanc
es after a mishap. Studies show that 
only 20 percent of injured crash vic
tims will survive if not located with
in 24 hours. Only 50 percent of un
injured crash victims will survive if 
not located within 72 hours. There 
are some 350 ship losses worldwide 
each year and from 1,200 to 1,400 
light aircraft crashes within the 
United States each year. The ability 
to monitor and pinpoint aircraft and 
vessel distress beacons would great
ly improve the chances of reaching 
and saving mishap victims. 

While NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center was conducting these 
studies in the 70s, the Canadian De
partment of Communication (DOC) 
was conducting their own studies 
for the Canadian Department of 
National Defense. Both studies led 
to the same results, so NASA and 
the DOC joined forces in 1976. 

This project was expanded in De
cember 1977 when the French 
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Centre National D'Etudes Spatiales 
(CNES) joined the effort by provid
ing the satellite onboard processor 
for the test. At this time, the project 
was designated Search and Rescue 
Satellite (SARSAT). Discussion 
among the SARSAT partners with 
the Soviet Union led to the forma
tion of a four-nation program called 
COSPASS*/SARSAT. Two other na
tions, Norway and Great Britain, 
have recently joined the system by 
completing ground receiving sta
tions. 

The COSPASS/SARSAT System 

How does the COSPASS/SARSAT 
system work? Currently, there are 
four COSPASS/SARSAT satellites, 
three Soviet and one US. These sat
ellites monitor the emergency fre
quencies: 121.5 megahertz (MHz) is 
the civilian emergency frequency, 
243.0 MHz is the military frequen
cy, and 406.025 MHz is the newly 
agreed upon international distress 
frequency. 

These satellites work in two 
different ways. First, the satellite 
will act as a repeater and relay emer
gency signals to a local user termi
nal (LUT) if the LUT is within range. 
Second, if the LUT is not within 

• The Soviet's Search and Rescue Satell ite System. 

range of the satellite, the emergen
cy signal must be stored aboard the 
satellite until the LUT is in range. 
This ensures coverage for all distress 
craft in the northern hemisphere re
gardless of whether there is an LUT 
in the region. 

At the present time with 4 satel
lites in orbit, coverage is provided 
approximately every 90 minutes to 
3 hours depending on the location . 
There are 10 LUTs with plans to 
complete 2 more within the United 
States. These sites are located at Ko
diak, Alaska; Point Reyes, Cali
fornia; Scott AFB, Illinois; Ottawa, 
Canada; Toulouse, France; Archan
gelsk, Soviet Union; Moscow, Sov
iet Union; Vladivostok, Soviet Un
ion; one in Norway; and one in 
Great Britain. 

The US satellites work on 121.5, 
243.0, and 406.025 MHz. The Sovi
ets' satellites work only on 121.5 and 
406.025 MHz. Existing beacon sig
nals permit position fixing to within 
10 to 20 km for 121.5 or 243.0, and 
with the 406.025 frequency, position 
can be pinpointed to within 2 to 5 
km. The US mission control center 
at Scott AFB, Illinois, is the nation
al focal point for US involvement. 
They reported the COSPASS/SARSAT 
system was responsible for 510 res
cues in the United States in 1985. 



The following examples show 
SARSAT in action. A Cessna 172 
with three people on board crashed 
in a heavily forested area while on 
a VFR flight in British Columbia, 
Canada. The crash site was located 
in a valley which was surrounded 
by 6,000-foot mountains. The sur
vivors carried their locator beacon 
to the top of a nearby hill to extend 
its range. Search aircraft failed to lo
cate the crash site visually or even 
pick up the emergency beacon. In
formation from a COSPASS satellite 
pinpointed the crash site which the 
rescue forces then located visually. 
The site was over 50 km north of the 
intended flight route, and rescue 
personnel estimated it would have 
taken an additional 3 or 4 days to lo
cate the survivors without the satel
lite information . 

In another incident, the ketch, 
Blue Jean, ran aground in the east
ern Bahamas, far away from flight 
and shipping lanes. The 5-man 
crew activated their emergency lo
cator beacon at 0400 on the 7th of 
November. At 0900, the satellite flew 
overhead, and by 1050, the rescue 
people at Scott AFB, Illinois, had 
determined rescue coordinates. 
These coordinates were passed to a 
search crew located in Miami, Flori
da. By 1500, the Blue Jean crew was 
picked up within 14 miles of the 
SARSAT estimate. 

Problems Encountered 

SARSAT mission control center 
people at Scott AFB are now 
processing an average of 27 inci
dents daily, compared with 7 in the 
presatellite days. Since the false 
alarm rate of 97 to 98 percent still 
has not decreased, the greater 
monitoring capability has meant 
many more false alarm incidents 
have to be processed by search and 
rescue people than ever before as 
they seek to discover the actual 
emergencies. 

Another difficulty that surfaced 
during a recent NASA-sponsored 
workshop on this problem was im
proper use of both the 121.5 and 
243.0 MHz distress frequencies by 
pilots. Recordings made of both the 
civilian and military bands revealed 
numerous nonemergency conversa-

The satellite system's ability to quickly and precisely locate a beacon signal greatly reduces 
rescue time. The result is a dramatically improved survival rate. 

tions. Surprisingly, military pilots 
were the worst offenders, cluttering 
up the 243.0 frequency 25 percent of 
the time. 

This interference may not seem 
like a serious problem, but it is . A 
pilot may think he is just talking 
with another nearby pilot, but the 
enhanced sensitivity of the satellite, 
even at more than 600 miles over
head in space, means the satellite is 
also hearing his voice transmissions 
on that frequency. 

Since the aircraft transmitter is 
much more powerful and has few
er obstructions than the very weak 
electronic locator transmitter (ELT) 
signal emitting at 75 one-thou
sandths of a watt, the voice trans
mission effectively drowns out the 
ELT signal. To prevent this problem, 
downed aircrews should leave their 
ELTs activated in a nonhostile en-

vironment, so satellites in polar or
bits can receive and process the 
emergency signal. 

Another problem has been sur
vivors on the ground trying to con
serve battery life in beacons and ra
dios. They may transmit for 2 to 5 
minutes at regular intervals during 
the day. Due to not transmitting 
during times when the satellites 
were in position to receive signals, 
there were delays in rescue forces 
pinpointing locations. The suggest
ed practice in a noncombat situation 
is to tum your beacon on for ap
proximately 90 minutes, periodical
ly listening to your transceiver to 
find out if anyone may be trying to 
contact you. The minimum battery 
life for beacons is 6 hours. 

The SARSAT is for you! Know 
how it works and do your part to 
help it work at peak efficiency. • 

One problem the Rescue Coordination Center faces is a 97 to 98 percent false alarm rate. 
We can help reduce that rate by using our equipment properly. 
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• It was a dark night with low 
scattered clouds, and a warm, gen
tle breeze was blowing from the 
south. Preparation for the mission 
and briefings had gone smoothly. 
Our F-4 was called in ready, so we 
left the squadron and started pre
flight. The ramp was poorly illumi
nated, but we were able to complete 
engine start and taxi without inci
dent . 

Quick check gave us a thumbs up, 
and tower indicated delays should 
not be expected. During takeoff roll, 
we felt the familiar thump of the 
BAK-12 at 100 knots. Gear up. Flaps 
up. Check the altimeter jump to in
dicate flap motion. The altimeter 
was unwinding instead of increas
ing. That was the end of our 
planned mission. 

About then, the pilot was going 
to the gauges and was coming to 
the same realization. The altitude 
was going below sea level, the ver
tical velocity was definitely not do
ing what we were, climbing into a 
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very dark sky. The indicated air
speed was OK for a Piper Cub, but 
was nowhere near our 300+ knots . 
A check with ATC verified our alti
tude at 600 feet MSL. 

We switched over to mission fre
quency and started to sort things 
out. The RPM, AOA, attitude indi
cator, radar altimeter, ILS, and INS 
seemed to be working properly. The 
pitot-static system appeared to be 
the only thing affected. 

But it was like an old friend gone 
amuck. One minute everything 
cross-checked OK. The next, alti
tude was dropping and airspeed go
ing to zero as we flew along straight 
and level. 

We switched back to ATC, de
clared an emergency, and explained 
the nature of the emergency. A bit 
later, the ATC controller firmly re
quested we maintain our assigned 
altitude. The ILS glide slope was ac
quired. Gear and flaps were put 
down and AOA was flown to touch
down. 

Taxi-back and shutdown were an
ti-climactic after the adventure we 
had just finished. I checked the 
pitot port to make sure the cover 
was off and the inlet clear. We had 
a great time in debrief writing up 
the altitude and airspeed variations 
we had seen. 

We did not immediately notice 
the crew chief when he walked in. 
However, when he opened his fist, 
everyone was looking at him. He 
held out a few pieces of black elec
trical tape each a few inches long. 
It seems on a black night, black tape 
on a black radome can easily be 
missed - even if the tape is cover
ing the static port. 

We learned later the plane had 
just come from the washrack, and 
some of the sealing tape had been 
missed. I still wonder how the story 
would have ended if the weather 
had been worse, the airplane had 
experienced a real problem, or if the 
indicated airspeed had gone above 
flap blow-up speed on final. • 



MAJOR RONALD L. CARR 
6514th Test Squadron 
Hill AFB, UT 

• There I was . . . in the flare 
waiting for the feel and sound of the 
wheels touching the runway. But it 
wasn't there. It should have been, 
but it wasn't. I asked myself, 
"What's wrong?" and in the time it 
takes to say "What's wrong;' I trav
eled the final 14 inches to the 
ground and found out. I watched 
the front prop completely tear itself 
up. The ugly scraping sound of met
al against concrete filled my ears as 
we skidded to a halt. Fortunately, I 
had been blessed with one of my 
smoother landings, and we all 
egressed without incident or injury. 

Anger was my first feeling. How 
could I do such a dumb thing as 
land gear up? I have never been so 
angry at myself before or since. On 
top of the anger was a great feeling 
of relief no one had been hurt. Af
ter realizing that came "What's go
ing to happen to me and my flying 
career now?" I've never experienced 
three entirely separate emotions all 
tumbling and mixing together, one 
on top of the other. But, I'm not 
writing this to tell you the confusion 
of emotions one can experience af
ter a mishap. 

What I want to do is provide you 
with the causes of this incident. For 
just how does a command pilot 
with over 3,500 hours total time and 
6 years of experience in type, an IP, 
and the senior flight examiner land 
an aircraft, in this case an 0-2, gear 
up? I'll be attempting to do this us
ing a human factors approach. I be
lieve I'm qualified to do this, for at 
the time of the mishap, I was a 
physiological training officer and 
trained in recognizing human fac
tor stresses. So, I will be addressing 
the causes from the standpoint of 
the physical, physiological, psycho
logical, and psychosocial stresses. 

First, I'll cover the stress factors 
prior to the mishap. My wife and I 
had been trying to work out a prob
lem our son had been having for 
several months. It appeared our 
son, while in class, would simply 
stop in the middle of doing some
thing, have a blank stare, then pick 
up where he left off. We thought, 
at first, it might be a learning dis
ability and had him tested. Results 
were negative, but it was suggest
ed he be checked for a brain tumor. 

That was done, and the results 
were still pending early in Novem
ber on the date of the mishap. I also 
learned the night before the mishap 
that our son had had another 

THERE 
ARE 
THOSE 
WHO 
HAVE. • • 

"blank stare" episode. So I carried 
the knowledge, of both the latest 
episode and pending test results, 
with me to mission brief. The re
sults of the brain tumor tests were 
completely negative. 

The next stressor involved some
thing which was started 2 years ear
lier. My wife and I had borrowed 
money to start a pre-school with the 
idea that my wife's salary would pay 
off the loan. Well, the pre-school 
opened, but my wife didn't get a sal
ary due to other problems. So, now 
the loan had to be repaid from my 
salary, and that caused extreme 
penny-pinching. 

There was no fun or date money 
left. It all went for basic living ex
penses and loan repayment. So, we 
didn't get any nights out, and our 
vacations were spent at home. Add
ed to this, the final loan payment 
was due at the end of November. 
With some other added expenses, 
I didn't know if we could make it . 
The payment was made on time, 
but the sweat was still there on the 
day of the mission . 

A third stressor involved social-re
ligious problems. Since the first part 
of October, our church had been 
without a governing organization. 
A friend and I attempted to recon
cile differences between the two 

continued 
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There Are Those Who Have ... continued 

church groups engaged in the 
struggle over reorganization plans. 
My friend and I had spent many 
long evenings working on a com
promise plan, plus meeting with 
the two groups and discussing com
promises. This task was difficult 
and at times very frustrating, and 
included many heated confronta
tions. The final version of the reor
ganization plan was turned in 3 No
vember. 

In addition to the reorganization 
business, I was also involved in rec
onciling two individuals who had a 
severe difference of opinion. This 
involved three long meetings on 
three separate evenings, all occur
ring in the month of October. I felt 
a great deal of frustration, especial
ly after spending considerable time 
in the reconciliation process, where 
neither party would even attempt to 
reconcile their differences. 

The next stressor involved my job. 
As Chief of the Physiological Sup
port Division, I had my regular du
ties as division chief, plus trying to 
solve some major manpower short
ages. We had only two fully quali
fied physiological training officers 
(PTO) . Our third PTO was still in 
training and was posing additional 

"The final payment was due on our 
loan, and I didn't know if I could 
make it." - Dollar figures can cause 
much stress when our plans don't 
work out the way we would like them 
to. 
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problems. That meant I had to in
crease my classroom teaching to 
help make up the shortfall. 

During the August through Octo
ber time frame, I seemed to have 
dealt with a large number of items 
requiring short suspense dates. This 
created additional stress and, most 
definitely, irritation. 

The next stressor was most prob
ably the result of all of the above. 
Due to the number of evening meet
ings I had committed myself to, I 
wasn't able to get a full night's sleep. 
During the month of October, I av
eraged about 5 hours of sleep a 
night. 

One thing I should have taken as 
a warning was nodding to sleep 
while driving the 30 miles to work. 
But, I didn't. The long waking 
hours, coupled with the lack of 
sleep, produced a good case of fa
tigue. 

Another stressor involved mem
ory. I could go from one room, 
wanting to do or get something in 
another, then upon reaching it for
get what I wanted. So, fatigue was 
degrading my short-term memory. 
I felt tired and had no endurance. 

I use running as a source of not 
only keeping in physical condition, 

but also as a tension and stress re
liever. But, with all the commit
ments I had, I felt I didn't have time 
to exercise, and besides, I felt too 
tired to exercise. So, I didn't. 

Those are the pre-mission stress 
factors I had acting on me. As for 
the mission stress factors, well, 
there aren't any that are uncom
mon. 

This mission was a photo chase of 
a C-141 testing a parachute deploy
ment system for cargo drops. I 
hadn't flown a chase mission for 
some time, but felt fully capable of 
doing it. I will admit, I did have 
some apprehension about flying 
chase, but only because of the time 
span since my last chase mission. 

All the flights I had in October 
had been in the right seat. So I was 
faced with transitioning from the 
right to left seat. This transition 
meant switching hands - what the 



right hand did while in the right 
seat, the left hand now does in the 
left seat and vice versa. 

On the day of the mission, I 
checked in at the squadron, and the 
squadron commander stopped me 
and asked me to look over the new 
0-2 training program. I asked to 
copy it, which I did, then proceed
ed to the mission briefing. The first 
part of the brief was on C-141 proce
dures and running checklists. I 
looked over the 0-2 training pro
gram at this time since the discus
sion didn't pertain to my part of the 
mission. I did this to keep awake. 
Second warning ignored. 

I rejoined the discussion when 
chase procedures were addressed. 
After the mission briefing, the C-141 
aircraft commander and I briefed in 
detail our parts of the mission. I 
then went through the usual mo
tions of getting ready to fly, waited 
on the photographers to get their 
equipment, and then we all left to 
go to the aircraft. 

The preflight was normal, and I 
briefed the photographers on 0-2 
emergency procedures. We finished 
a bit early, so we discussed camera 
angles and positions. Strapping in, 
engine start, taxi, and pre-takeoff 
checklists all went as planned. I 
took off first and went directly to a 
prearranged orbit point. 

While fo orbit, I began to look for 
the C-141 at my 4 to 6 o'clock posi
tion. I finally located him and began 
a joinup. As I turned to join on him, 
he turned onto the base leg of our 
dry run. I found myself well back 
of the C-141 after rolling out on base 
leg. I was able to get a rather high 
overtake speed (high for the 0-2 
anyway) just as the C-141 started his 
turn onto final. Upon rollout on fi
nal, I found myself again outside 
and behind the C-141 and trying to 
catch up. I achieved proper photo 
chase position at the end of the dry 
run. 

I was having difficulty, initially, 
maintaining proper position. This 
was caused by my inability to detect 
minor changes quickly and then 
having to make large throttle chang
es to correct for those ever growing 
position changes. I also had to use 
idle several times to increase drag 
and slow the 0-2 into position. 

Those throttle changes toward the 
idle side made the landing gear 
warning horn sound, and each time 
it did, I'd punch it off. I very quick
ly established a brand-new habit 
pattern of when the horn sounds, 
punch it off. When the horn is on, 
it interferes with communications 
inside and outside the cockpit. We 
were now making our turn onto fi
nal for the hot run. With the turn 

completed, I was still trying to catch 
up. At the one minute to drop call, 
I was finally in position and held 
proper position fairly well to the 
end of the run. At run's end, a right, 
90° turn was started, followed by 
another right, 90° turn. I checked 
with the aircraft commander of the 
C-141, and he said they were done 
and cleared me to break off and re
turn to base. 

About 4 miles southeast of the 
base, I started a descent to pattern 
altitude. I called tower for landing 
instructions and was told about 
shuttle approaches to Lakebed Run
way 17. They requested I make a 
left, 360° turn. At the completion of 
my turn, I started another 360° turn 
to lose more altitude and rolled out 
on a heading to the northwest to in
tercept a VFR final. I called tower for 
landing clearance. Tower told me I'd 
be No. 2 after the C-141. The C-141 
was several miles east of the 
VOR'IAC, and that put him more 
than seven miles from the runway. 
(I estimated he was 10 to 12 miles 
out.) I told tower I could be on the 
ground by the time the C-141 got to 
the VOR'IAC, so tower cleared me 
to continue and told me to watch for 
two T-38s on downwind. 

I started the before-landing check
list, then looked for the T-38s. I re
turned to finishing the checklist, 

continued 

Even though they are sometimes 
necessary, heated confrontations 
are frustrating and do much to in
crease our stress level. 
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There Are Those Who Have ... continued 

but I distracted myself again by try
ing to find the T-38s. I completed all 
items on the before-landing check
list except one - gear down. 

I had now located the shuttle ap
proach aircraft. They were just 
north of Runway 22, and the first 
T-38 on downwind had started his 
base turn. I was now concentrating 
on getting the proper spacing be
hind the second T-38, who had 
started his base tum. The shuttle 
approach aircraft had completed 
their approach and posed no prob
lem. 

I reduced power, bringing the 
throttles to near idle to slow down. 
This activated the gear warning 
horn. I immediately reached up and 
punched it off, just as I had done 
throughout the flight. I slowed to 80 
KIAS and put down full flaps. I 
then added some power, but not 
enough to reset the gear warning 
horn. I achieved my spacing on the 
T-38 ahead of me and continued the 
approach. 

I usually do a gear check of my 
own at 300 feet and 1/2 to 1/4 mile 
out. Again, I distracted myself by 
checking to see where the T-38 was 
and missed my final gear check. By 

Another pre-mission stressor in
volved my son who had been test
ed for a learning disabil ity. The re
sults were negative, but our doctor 
suggested he be tested for a possi
ble brain tumor. The doctor 's find
ings were still pending on the date 
of the mishap. 
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the way, I did make the standard 
gear check call . I then concentrated 
on landing the aircraft and didn't 
know anything was wrong until I 
was in the flare. 

A review of the mission stress fac
tors show: 

• I had to cope with a fastpaced 
mission when fatigued . I thought I 
could do it, but the fatigue factor 
slowed me down and proved I 
couldn't. 

• I initially had problems with 
the transition from right seat to left 
seat; a small stress, but it added to 
the stress I already had. Also, the 
transition from using my left hand 
to operate the gear handle to that of 
my right hand was another small 
stress factor. 

• The apprehension about chase 
flying and the inability to spot small 
position changes, which led to ... 

• Large throttle changes, which 
caused the landing gear warning 
horn to come on and me to quickly 
establish a new habit pattern of 
punching it off. 

• I allowed myself to be distract
ed at two critical points where I 
would normally either get the gear 
down or check it down. 

·- , .. ,~. 

'........ -~ 1...-- · .. ' ; ... ~· 

J-'1 
Now, let me put all this in a hu

man factor perspective by showing 
you specifically the physical, phys
iological, psychological, and psy
chosocial stresses that were acting 
on me. 

The physical stresses I imposed 
on myself were decreasing my phys
ical condition and stamina by not 
exercising. I would also include here 
the elimination of the one stress re
mover I had - physical exercise. 

The major physiological stress 
was fatigue, produced by long 
working hours and lack of sleep. 
This, in tum, produced short-term 
memory loss, muscle tenseness, 
and a tired feeling all the time. 

The psychological stressors were 
perhaps the largest group affecting 
me. My attention span was short
ened. I had some apprehension 
about the lack of proficiency in fly
ing chase. Distraction was a major 
item and was the straw that did 
break the camel's back. Couple fa-



tigue with decreased attention 
span, and distraction can become a 
much bigger problem than one first 
realizes. Habituation and inatten
tion can be lumped together. 

The new habit I formed (in about 
five minutes) of punching off the 
landing gear warning horn set me 
up to be inattentive to what the 
horn was designed to do. I also 
channelized my attention in trying 
to find the various aircraft in the 
pattern and, through short-term 
memory loss, forgot to recheck 
things - such as where the gear 
was positioned. 

The psychosocial stressors were 
not uncommon. I believe most any
one can experience similar ones. 
Two differences might be the short 
time interval in which I experienced 
them and how I handled them. A 
factor you might look out for. 

Concern about a child, family fi
nances, church problems, or job
related problems by themselves 
won't usually be greater than we 
can cope or deal with. It's when 
several begin to pile up together and 
we get the feeling of being over
whelmed that serious problems 
arise. These can often go unrecog
nized or our egos rationalize that we 
can cope when really we can't. 

Now you can see no single thing 

caused this mishap. There were 
many contributing factors, and 
through it all, I thought I could cope 
with and handle the pressures I 
either placed on myself or were 
placed on me. At the beginning of 
this article, I said I was trained to 
recognize human factor stressors, so 
why didn't I see this one coming? 

First, I failed miserably in seeing 
these stressors myself. Second, as 
I said before, throughout this entire 
time, I felt I could deal with, cope 
with, or handle the stress. So, I 
didn't see this one coming because 
I didn't recognize the warning signs 
I was trained to see (or perhaps I 
didn't want to own up to them), and 
I let my ego and pride direct my ac
tions instead of some good old-fash
ioned common sense. 

Now I'm wiser. I know I have 
specific limits, and I know what 
they are. I know the symptoms my 
body gives out to tell me to back off 
because of stress. Some of the 
changes I've made in dealing with 
stress are: 

• I get adequate rest before do
ing anything important. 

• I take time off and don't think 
about work all the time. 

• I don't take my work home 
with me. 

• I try to work smarter and more 

efficiently. 
• I never go to bed angry. 
• I strive to eat a well-balanced 

diet . 
• I take the time to exercise on a 

regular basis. 
• If I have a problem, I admit it 

and work to eliminate it - especial
ly if it involves stress problems. 

• I'm more realistic and honest 
in setting goals and my motives for 
doing them. 

• I've learned to say no. I try 
very hard not to do or take on more 
than I can handle. 

Perfect I'm not, as you can see. 
But, I do know more about myself 
and, especially, my specific limita
tions. How about you? Have you 
looked at yourself and your limita
tions? Is your body trying to warn 
you about stress? Only you know. 
I hope you'll take the time to iden
tify your stressors and how they 
stress you, and then develop some 
coping techniques. 

You can successfully deal with the 
stress we all encounter at some 
time. The immediate solution may 
be to remove yourself from the fly
ing schedule. Then, concentrate on 
resolving the stress so you can be 
at 100 percent capability when fly
ing. • 

Pre-mission stress factors com
pounded rapidly. The mental stress, 
lack of sleep, and lack of exercise 
produced a good case of fatigue. I 
failed to heed the warn ing signs. 
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THE MISHAP THOUGHT PROCESS 

MAJOR JAMES D. PRICE 
927th Tactical Airlift Group 
Selfridge ANG Base, Ml 

• In 1972, I had just returned from 
Vietnam and was visiting my par
ents in Utah. At this particular time, 
the county was all "abuzz" because 
of a recent aircraft crash . A pilot and 
passengers, having spent the week
end in Wendover, Nevada (on the 
state lines of Utah and Nevada), 
were returning to Salt Lake City one 
Sunday evening. 

The weather wasn't what the pi
lot was hoping for that day, but, 
since he needed to be home for 
work on Monday morning, he took 
a chance. The exact weather condi
tions at the time of the crash are 
known only to Mother Nature, but, 
we do know that somehow he en
tered IFR conditions on an intend
ed VFR flight and struck a moun
tain on the west side of the Great 
Salt Lake. 

But for the grace of the afterburn
er and sheer luck, there go I. The 
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only difference between the mishap 
pilot and me is luck. We, who sur
vive, have been allowed to learn 
from our mistakes. 

This fellow was in good compa
ny. He wasn't the first to err. For in
stance, a USAF test pilot tried, un
successfully, to top a thunderstorm 
in a T-38 on the way to a temporary 
assignment. A C-130 flight examiner 
plunged his crew and passengers 
into the Pacific Ocean. He had tried 
to crawl VFR beneath a very low 
ceiling in a valiant effort to deliver 
"the goods:' 

Lots of good men and women feel 
they must get home or they must 
complete the mission. As we mon
day-morning quarterback, it's quite 
easy to say, "Boy, that was sure 
shortsighted!" But when we do 
that, we lose the lessons that can be 
learned from those shortsighted at
titudes. We deny the possibility it 
could happen to us and forget it 
may have already happened, except 
we were just luckier. 

Could it be inexperience is the 

cause of mishaps? Not really. The 
test pilot and the flight examiner 
were very experienced, skilled, and 
respected. Aviation Safety recently 
completed a study on mishaps 
wherein they compared 237 mis
haps in the 1982-1983 year group 
where the pilots had 10,000 hours 
+, and 3,359 mishaps in the 1979 
through 1983 year group involving 
pilots of all experience levels. 

The high timers averaged 15,265 
hours compared to 1,100 for the nor
mal group. The high timers had 
more than 1, 100 hours in type, com
pared to 262 for the normal group. 
Of the high timers, 84 percent had 
air transport pilot (ATP) and 44 per
cent had commercial licenses. Most 
of these high timers were flying sin
gle-engine aircraft. 

When comparing the groups, the 
high timers percentage is higher 
than the normal groups in all cate
gories but landing, takeoff, weath
er-related, and taxiing mishaps. 
Both sides were tied in the "Im
proper IFR" category. 



So, a bulging log book is not a 
guarantee of safety, whether you're 
a military or civilian pilot. Experi-

Mishap Percentage Comparison By 
Category And Pilot Experience 

Normal Pilot Population Versus High Timers· 
MISHAP NORMAL HIGH 
CATEGORY POP.% TIMERS% 

Collisions 1.8 7.2 
Fuel Management 9.6 10.5 
Engine Failure 13.4 15.6 
Landing Gear 6.8 11.8 
Improper IFR 2.1 2.1 
Landing Mishaps 30.6 18.6 
Stall Mishaps 6.7 8.0 
Takeoff Mishaps 7.0 3.0 
Taxiing Mishaps 0.6 0.0 
Weather Related 8.5 8.0 
(VFR into IFR) 8.5 8.0 
(Spatial 
Disorientation) 2.1 0.8 
All Other 13.0 15.2 

• High Timers are those with 10,000+ hrs 
Adapted from Aviation Safety, September 1, 1986 

enced pilots are still stalling, land
ing short, and pushing the weather 
and themselves beyond the limits. 
Mere experience is no substitute for 
safety consciousness. 

The pilot who encountered cu
mulonimbus in Utah, the USAF test 
pilot who tried to top a thunder
storm in a T-38, and the Herky pilot 
who tried to hack the mission all 
had something in common. All 
three encountered unexpected 
weather. They all, (we would hope) 
weighed the possibilities, carried on 
the debate between the proverbial 
devil and angel, then made a deci
sion based on what they saw, what 
they had experienced, and what 
they wanted to accomplish. 

First, let's hypothesize the reason
ing a pilot might go through in six 
general subareas. 

The weather was different than 
briefed. It was either higher, wider, 
or lower than the pilot expected. 
This would cause the weather brief
er to lose credibility. Many pilots 
would curse the weatherman, as if 
he controlled the weather (not 
Mother Nature), because the weath
erman is a tangible object while not 
many pilots have actually talked to 

GO(+) NO GO (- ) 

Positive Experience 
With Weather Unknown Weather 

Aircraft Capable 

Pilot's Ego 

Pilot's Personal 
Desires 

Passenger I Crew 
Consideration 

To reach a decision, the pilot compares the positive factors with the negative. In this case, 
the decision to go wins - 4 to 2. 

Mother Nature. Since the weather 
briefing no longer is believable, the 
weather situation beyond is certain
ly anyone's guess. Going into the 
unknown is not a very comfortable 
experience, so this would cause the 
rational pilot (with no other factors 
to consider) to turn around or go to 
an alternate. 

They may have had experience 
with similar weather conditions. 
Isn't that how we have learned since 
we were children? Touching a stove 
and getting burned is a negative ex
perience, and we learn that lesson 
quite rapidly. However, a positive 
experience, wherein you are victori
ous over the thunderstorm or low 
ceiling, may have canceled out the 
uncomfortable feelings about the 
uncertain weather beyond. Now the 
pilot is "sitting on the fence" and 
could either continue or turn 
around. If the pilot was unsuccess
ful with similar weather, then that 
would reinforce the tendency to 

turn around. But, they pressed on, 
indicating prior success with a simi
lar experience, or no negative ex
periences. 

Now the pilot would consider the 
capabilities of the aircraft. If his pri
or experience with similar weather 
conditions was with the same air
craft, then the confidence level 
would be high . Another positive 
thought is registered in the brain. If 
this aircraft was fairly new to him, 
then it would be another feeling of 
uncertainty, and a negative thought 
would cause him to wonder. We 
know they continued, so we as
sume they felt comfortable in their 
aircraft . 

Let's say the pilots had no reason 
to doubt their own flying capabili
ties, and they had a healthy attitude 
about themselves. They would tend 
to have confidence in their ability to 
safely leap the obstacle. This would 
put a "good" thought in the plus 
column. con11nued 

The solo pilot doesn't have the benefit of inputs from other crewmembers. But, the pilot of 
a larger aircraft who doesn't listen to other members of the crew might as well be solo. 
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THE MISHAP THOUGHT PROCESS continued 

The next area is a tough one be
cause it sometimes overshadows all 
other reasoning. It is a drive and de
sire so strong it has caused reason
able men and women to do some 
very unreasonable things: Gung
ho-itis, mission hacking, or get
home-itis . Those terms are trouble
makers because they distort the 
thought process. 

There is good reason to believe 
each of these pilots had a personal 
desire to get from point A to point 
B today - not tomorrow! When we 
put that factor into the brain, often 
times the most awesome obstacles 
seem like childs' play. Let's give the 
pilots the benefit of the doubt and 
just assign the "personal desire" a 
single "positive thought" and not 
several, so as to cloud all the nega
tive reasoning heretofore accom
plished. 

Lastly (and I say lastly because 
many pilots put this thought last in 
the equation), the next factor con
siders the other members of the 
crew, the passengers, and the peo
ple on the ground. They not only 
have a great desire to live, but when 

the crew and passengers boarded 
the aircraft, they assumed the pilot 
would be safe. Let's give these pi
lots credit for feeling responsible for 
those lives - a "no go" thought 
goes in the negative side of the 
brain. 

Add it all up, and the pilot rea
sons it is safe to continue. The posi
tive side wins, four to two. Even 
without adding additional weight to 
the personal desires of the pilot, or 
overshadowing all other reason, it 
is extremely easy to talk one's self 
into pressing on . 

Unfortunately, the implicit trust 
the crew and passengers put in the 
pilot should have overshadowed the 
personal desires, successful experi
ence, and ego. 

While flying for the state of Utah, 
I was in the lobby of the Aeronau
tics Office waiting for the remainder 
of my passengers to arrive. Out of 
the blue, a lady came up to me and 
studied my face. I asked her i£ there 
was something I could do, and she 
said, "I just wanted to know what 
kind of person is holding my life to
day." I was offended at first. What?! 

Question my ability? Then I realized 
her question went deeper than my 
flying skills. She wanted a blood 
oath from me that protecting her life 
would be priority No. 1; that my 
personal desires would not enter 
into the thought process equation. 

I still see her eyes in the faces of 
crewmembers and passengers and 
wonder about pilots whose deci
sions caused a mishap. Had they 
felt more empathy for the rights of 
the passengers, crew, and people on 
the ground, would there still have 
been a mishap? 

Signing for the aircraft on the 
flight plan involves a sacred trust 
because of the lives involved. The 
crew trusts the pilot, and when he 
or she lets personal desires over
shadow this trust, that is when mis
haps happen. Call it selfish, call it 
ego, call it what you will. I call it 
Russian Roulette because, when 
one presses on in the cloud of un
certainty, he or she may not live to 
regret it. 

To twist a quote by Clint East
wood's Dirty Harry Callahan, "Do 
you feel lucky, PILOT?!" • 

Who's the biggest risk? Is it the young second lieutenant who is building his experience level and pilot skills, or the old pro with cuffs 
rolled up and a confident smile as he climbs into the familiar cockpit? A recent study of this question offered some answers that may sur
prise you . 
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Center To Get New "N-Ray" Technology 
MICHELLE TOWE.JOYCE 
McClellan AFB, CA 

• The Sacramento Air Logistics 
Center's (ALC) Nondestructive In
spection Branch has always consid
ered itself a leader in bringing new, 
state-of-the-art technology to aircraft 
maintenance inspection problems. 

For example, this Air Force Logis
tics Command's Center was the first 
Department of Defense facility to 
use automated bond testing and 
real-time (moving) X-ray for nonde
structive inspection. 

Now, it will be the first facility in 
the Air Force to use a neutron radi
ography system to detect aircraft 
corrosion in its earliest stages -
when it's too small to be picked up 
by ultra-sonar or X-rays. 

The "N-ray" produces images in 
much the same way X-rays do; but 
the new process is much more sen
sitive to hydrogen, a large compo
nent of water and the corrosion it 
produces. Because of this sensitivi
ty, N-rays can detect moisture and 
corrosion in minute amounts - in 
fact, no known method can match 
neutron radiography for its ability 
to detect low-level corrosion. X-rays, 
on the other hand, are sensitive to 
corrosion only when it is well ad
vanced and can't detect small 
amounts of moisture. 

The detection of corrosion in alu-

rninum and composite-material air
craft structures is just as important 
to aircraft as early detection of can
cer is to the human body. Detecting 
and monitoring low-level corrosion, 
combined with precise repair tech
nology, will extend an aircraft's use
ful life span, reduce the risk of 
crashes, reduce repair costs, and 
add fundamentally to our knowl
edge of corrosion control for both 
military and civilian aircraft. 

The new system, expected to be 
operational in early 1989, will be 
powered by a small, 250-kilowatt 
nuclear reactor called TRIGA. The 
acronym means it is used for teach
ing, research, and producing iso
topes. Similar reactors have been 
used in hospitals, universities, and 
industrial sites around the country 
for more than 20 years. 

One big advantage of the N-ray 
system is that it can inspect aircraft 
components through a two-part 
system without having to take the 
aircraft apart. The new inspection 
capability will be housed in bays 
large enough to accommodate F-llls 
intact. It will also house the world's 
largest robotic gantry - 90 feet 
square. 

During the first part of the inspec
tion - called the maneuverable N
ray system - robotic devices will 
pull a radioactive isotope-powered 
N-ray device around the aircraft, 

making a preliminary inspection of 
all panels for trouble spots. This 
part of the inspection can be done 
without having to disassemble the 
aircraft. Also, .depending on the lo
cation and extent of corrosion, re
pairs themselves can sometimes be 
made without tearing down the air
craft. 

However, not every aircraft com
ponent will need to go to the sec
ond stage - called the stationary 
neutron radiography system. Only 
those panels showing potential 
problem areas will be pulled off for 
closer examination by a more sensi
tive N-ray device powered by the re
actor. 

This advanced technology to 
identify defects without major dis
assembly and part preparation is ex
pected to save an estimated $3.8 mil
lion per year in the aircraft repair cy
cles and the supply inventory. The 
savings will pay for the $8 million 
project within 3 years. 

Neutron radiography at Sacra
mento ALC is expected to make it 
the Air Force leader in this new 
technology. Not only is it an impor
tant new means of making aircraft 
safe to fly and cheaper to maintain, 
but its state-of-the-art technology 
also gives the Center a competitive 
edge to support such current work
loads as the F-111 and the A-10. • 
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HYPOTHERMIA 
Killer Of The Unprepared 

It was a very cold December evening. The 
weather dispatcher reported visibility one-half mile 
in ice fog, wind calm , temperature -50 degrees 
Fahrenheit. The cargo compartment of the tanker 
was unheated because the auxiliary power unit 
wasn't operating. For 2 hours, the heavily clad pilots, 
navigator, and boom operator struggled to keep warm 
in cockpit temperatures nearly as cold as outside. 
As the last of four spare aircraft providing air refuel-

ing support for an airborne reconnaissance mission, 
the crew did not expect to launch. Then the unex
pected occurred . . . the crew completed their final 
checks, advanced power, and released brakes. The 
aircraft departed. A few minutes later, the crew report
ed having a problem raising the gear. Thirty seconds 
passed . . . radio and radar contact were lost .. . and 
a huge fireball lit up the sky. 

PEGGY E. HODGE 
Assistant Editor 

• What happened? Investigators 
concluded the extreme cold was one 
of the major factors. The extended 
delay in these temperatures re
duced crew effectiveness to an un
determined, but significant, degree. 
The temperatures contributed to the 
crew's delayed judgment, distrac-
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tion, and lack of coordination. Also 
suspected was the subtle, but dead
ly hypothermia - a killer of the 
unprepared. 

This mishap may have been pre
vented through awareness and 
good judgment. We need to under
stand what hypothermia is, its ef
fects, and what we can do for pre
vention. 

What Is Hypothermia? 

Hypothermia is the lowering of 
the body's inner core temperature. 
The body maintains thermal equi
librium by regulating the produc
tion and loss of heat. This heat loss 
occurs through the mechanics of 
radiation, conduction, evaporation, 
convection, and respiration. 

Radiation is the leading cause of 



heat loss through an uncovered or 
unprotected head. Heat loss is so 
rapid from an unprotected head 
that, at 40 degrees Eahrenheit, it 
may represent 50 percent of the 
body's total heat loss and up to 75 
percent of the total body heat loss 
when the temperature is 5 degrees 
Fahrenheit. Covering the head will 
conserve body heat and energy. 

Conduction is primarily an issue 
when the skin transfers heat 
through contact with surfaces. 
Sweaty or wet clothing touching 
flesh can extract heat at an alarm
ing rate. 

Evaporation losses occur through 
sweating; however, this process 
should be assisted by wearing loose 
fitting fabrics that ''breathe" but still 
retain body heat. Clothing must 
ventilate or breathe. If not, ice may 
form on the inside of clothing. 

Convection of warm air away from 
the body surface is a leading meth
od of heat loss. This is heat ex
change between an object and the 
currents of gas or liquid which flow 

Hypothermia is a subtle killer. The cold 
can steal your body's warmth so slowly that 
symptoms aren't visible until your condition 
has already reached the danger zone. 

past it, causing it to gain or lose 
heat, according to whether it is 
colder or hotter than its immediate 
surroundings. 

Relative movement of air over the 
body, either because of an increased 
windspeed or movement of the 
body through the air, is therefore 
very significant. The so-called 
windchill effect is very important in 
the low temperature situation, since 
it aggravates heat loss from the body 
and therefore increases the possibil
ity of hypothermia. 

Windchill is a product of tempera
ture and wind velocity. Although 
the temperature may not be partic-

ularly low, it is important to remem
ber the danger of windchill. Even 
short journeys out of doors should 
not be made without taking full 
precautions. Be prepared for the 
unexpected. For example, don't 
trust your car heater to always work 
. . . cars break. 

This good rule of thumb can us
ually be followed : For each mile per 
hour of wind, subtract one degree 
of temperature. For example, a -20 
degrees Fahrenheit reading and a 20 
mile per hour wind will give you a 
temperature reading of -40 degrees 
Fahrenheit. Note the windchill ef
fects in the table. con11nued 

WINDCHILL EFFECTS 
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HYPOTHERMIA continued 

Respiration - inhalation of cool air 
and exhalation of warm air - ac
counts for a significant amount of 
heat loss. Naturally, we cannot stop 
breathing, but we can place a piece 
of material across our face and 
mouth to prewarm the air we 
breathe. 

Effects of Hypothermia 

Any time a person is exposed to 
cold weather conditions (sometimes 
even cool, wet weather for a long 
period), one may suffer some de
gree of hypothermia. Signs of hypo
thermia may include muscular 
weakness, stiffness of limbs, fa
tigue, an overpowering drowsiness, 
and sight growing dim. Eventually, 
one may begin staggering, falling, 
and become unconscious. The res
piration and pulse may become . 
almost undetectable. Obviously, 
you will want to prevent hypother
mia in the early stages. 

It is important to remember that 
if cockpit conditions become exces
sively cold, hypothermia may im
pair performance in unexpected 
ways. 

Modern day aircraft can be ex
posed to great temperature changes 
during a single sortie, even if the 
point of departure is located in a 
temperate climate. Within minutes 
of taking off from an airfield whose 
ground temperature may be more 
than 113 degrees Fahrenheit, an air
craft can be flying at an altitude 
where the outside air temperature 
is -70 degrees Fahrenheit and over 
mountains where the temperature 
on the ground is below freezing. 
Aircrews must plan carefully if they 
expect any kind of temperature vari
ance, but must also bear in mind 
survival of the unexpected. 

If the wide range of temperature 
variables becomes excessive to the 
point of discomfort, it can interfere 
with efficient crew performance. Ex
treme temperature swings can have 
a detrimental effect on a person's 
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ability to perform. It is difficult to 
relate this performance loss to the 
particular temperature level; but if 
the temperature deviates signifi
cantly from a "comfort zone;' a dec
rement in skilled performance is far 
more likely. 

When temperatures are excessive
ly cold, and especially if windchill 
is a factor, a crewmember's perfor
mance may be adversely affected 
during pre-flight procedures. Cold 
temperatures and windchill add to 
the stress of pre-flight operations. A 
crewmember will tend to "rush" 
through the checklist because of the 
cold! Remember to consider the hu
man element during pre-flight . 
Don't abbreviate the pre-flight in
spection because of the cold. Air
craft pre-flight inspections demand 
even more vigilance in cold weather. 

Treatment 

We need to be able to recognize 
and treat the symptoms of hypo
thermia. We need to prevent further 
body heat loss and increase the ex
isting level of heat. 

• The best treatment is rapid 
warming. The victim has suffered a 
loss of the body heat reserve, and 
warmth must be restored immedi
ately. Rewarm the body as quickly as 
possible. 

• A good treatment is taking a 
hot bath and drinking hot fluids . 

• Use body heat to warm up a 
person if you are stranded. 

• Obtain shelter from wind and 
rain. 

• Remove wet clothing and re
place with dry clothing. 

• Insulate the victim from cold 
or dampness. 

• Add heat by any method 
available, but avoid overheating 
which may burn tissue that is per
haps already compromised. 

• Always, if medical aid is near, 
get it from qualified people. 

Be familiar with the unseen risks 
as well as the outright symptoms of 
hypothermia and probable sources 
of heat loss. Remember, hypother
mia can subtly become a cold 
weather killer. Know your safety 
measures and use them properly. 

• 

Cold weather also may adversely affect our performance. The cold can create additional 
hazards for us even when attempting to complete routine operations such as loading and 
unloading our aircraft. 
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FS~s 
CORNER 
Managing The Additional Duty FSO 

CAPTAIN DALE T. PIERCE 
919th Special Operations Group 
Eglin AFB Aux Field 3, Florida 

• A wing FSO recently asked me 
about management of additional 
duty (AD) and squadron-assigned 
FSOs. Between the lines, it sound
ed like ADFSO involvement was a 
major shortfall. He asked me how 
I manage the squadron flight safe
ty people in my unit. In retrospect, 
my answer could have been more 
complete. Here's what I should have 
told him. 

I use situational leadership to 
manage all assigned and AD peo
ple. You can read about it in various 
recent texts .* Beyond management 
styles are techniques for accom
plishing specific objectives. For ex
ample, training through involve
ment, productivity programs, and 
the theory of chunks. I'll briefly dis
cuss these three in the following 
paragraphs. 

Training can and should foster in
volvement. Like ADFSOs at most 
other wings, ours receive an orien
tation on the pertinent safety and 
operations regulations. Then, based 
on their availability, they participate 
in mishap investigations, make pre
sentations at flight safety meetings, 
and manage safety projects. 

In addition to being helpful, I find 
their participation rewarding and 
informative. I've seen some of their 
suggestions and recommendations 
affect policy Air Force wide. To keep 
morale high, the ADFSOs and I 
work together to see to it they suc
ceed. I might fail to provide suffi
cient guidance to ensure error-free 
performance, but they are never 
credited with my shortfalls. 

• For a recent text on situational leadership, see Leader
ship and the One Minute Manager by K. Blanchard, pub
lished by William Morrow and Company, Inc., New York, 
1985. 

Productivity programs don't need 
to be complex to work well. Encour
agement and use of existing reward 
systems can go a long way toward 
making a program work. If a prob
lem is discovered or someone has 
a program idea, I work with my 
ADFSOs to develop an approach to 
solving the problem or implement
ing the idea; help work the ap
proach; assist, as required, with the 
politics; and then provide rewards 
for a job well done. Here's an exam
ple. 

Productivity pro
grams don't need to 
be complex to work 
well. Encouragement 
and use of existing 
reward systems can 
go a long way 
toward making a 
program work. 

While participating in the wing 
FOO prevention program, one of 
my ADFSOs became concerned 
about aircrew generated FOO. Sev
eral approaches were considered, 
and finally a FOO display case (the 
FOO Box) was selected. A location 
for the FOO Box was chosen. I coor
dinated use of the location with the 
Director of Operations, and the 
ADFSO built the FOO Box in his 
home workshop, brought it to the 
squadron, and placed it in the de
sired location. Working the displays 
for the FOO Box is his safety proj
ect and is dutifully performed (I be
lieve because he developed and im
plemented the idea) . 

The rewards were provided in 
three ways: First, he was praised for 
his efforts in front of the Director of 
Operations; second, the base news
paper carried an article about the 
FOO Box, which brought him peer 
recognition; and third, the Air Force 
Safety Journal (July 1986) carried an 
article about the FOO Box, which 
shared his idea as a valuable con
tribution to the Air Force Safety Pro
gram. Other reward systems are 
equally effective. Timely inputs for 
OERs and paperwork submitted for 
decorations are always appreciated. 

Productivity programs can consist 
of encouraging new ideas, ensuring 
success, and rewarding a job well 
done. (Notice, I made no mention 
of either failure or punishment.) 

A word on the theory of chunks 
is in order when discussing "man
agement" of ADFSOs. The theory 
comes into play when individual in
itiative and creativity don't get all 
the squares filled. The idea is to 
assign tasks in doable pieces, pro
portionate with availability and ex
perience. It's similar to the method 
for successfully eating an elephant. 
That is, take one bite at a time. It 
goes a long way toward ensuring 
successful completion of assigned 
tasks. 

Leading ADFSOs can be more 
difficult than directing assigned 
people. But then, leading those 
with no obligation to follow has al
ways been more challenging and re
warding. 

The FSO's Corner needs your 
ideas. What are you doing in your 
program that would help other 
FSOs if they knew about it? Call me 
(Dale Pierce) at AUTOVON 872-8537 
between 0800 and 1600 Central 
time, or send your name, 
AUTOVON number, and program 
idea to 919 SOG/SEF, Eglin AFB 
Aux Fld 3, Florida 32542-6005. • 
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QUALITY, 
Eglin 
Style 
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MAJOR DAVID J. BOYLES 
Commander, 3246 MMS 
Eglin AFB, FL 

• Quality assurance (QA) is a 
deputy chief of maintenance (DCM) 
staff function removed from the 
mainstream of maintenance pro
duction. Because of this fact, it is 
difficult at times to directly relate 
QA functions to a goal . It is very im
portant to stand back and see the 
big picture to determine how quali
ty assurance fits into that scheme. 
Only by judging your value to the 
DCM organization can you begin to 
measure success or failure. 

We're proud of the success our 
quality assurance organization has 
enjoyed. There are several prime in
gredients to that success which are 
worth recounting. To begin, a good 
QA organization needs the solid 
backing of the DCM. Surprisingly, 
most of that responsibility falls on 
QA shoulders rather than the DCM: 
A manager will only rob the work
force to support the staff if the staff 
has something worthwhile to offer. 
The key to solid backing is to make 
your boss an "offer he or she can't 
refuse" - then deliver. 

Secondly, QA is a service organ
ization. The producers are the squad
rons that generate sorties and keep 
aircraft and equipment in commis
sion. Since QA doesn't produce 
anything, we'd better understand 
the role of a service organization 
and how to provide quality service. 
Put another way, QA exists because 
of the squadrons it supports; the 
reverse is not true. 

Third, a good QA organization is 
constantly evolving, always adapt
ing to change for improved manage
ment. Since we have so much 
ground to cover in maintenance, 
there should be no excuse for a QA 
outfit to fall into a rut. And another 
argument: If we see ourselves as a 
catalyst for change in the mainte
nance complex, then we must be 
just as willing to lead the way with 
change for the better. 

A fourth ingredient of a good QA 
organization is the quality of staff 
work. If we've done our homework 
well and documented our findings 
thoroughly, things are bound to 
change for the better - our reason 
for being. 

Lastly, QA must be realistic in our 
approach, without sacrificing stan-



<lards. We, on the staff, need to 
snap back to reality and remember 
it rains on the flightline, two-strip
ers do complete maintenance ac
tions, and the pressure to produce 
does generate shortcuts. The real 
world is not always by the book and 
must be reckoned with. 

In the 3246th Test Wing, we've de
veloped a model of QA activities, 
shown in the figure to understand 
better the sum total of what we're 
tasked to accomplish. 

The first apparent observation is 
that all QA responsibilities directly 
support the Quality Maintenance 
Theory. That theory is the centroid 
of all QA tasks. Six major programs 
encompass all QA activities. These 
programs are not equally weighted, 
however. For instance, the evalua
tion program represents at least 50 
percent of QA efforts and involves 
the primary duty of two-thirds of 
our 33 personnel. 

On the other hand, self-inspec
tion (and management assistance 
visit) is an additional duty for three 
NCOs, with augmentation. Inter
face and DCM assignment are self
explanatory. You're probably ac
quainted with most of the technical 
services QA provides. Class II (tem
porary) modification and local 
checklist/technical data programs 
represent a significant workload be
cause of our R&D mission. Along 
similar lines, weight and balance is 
a heavy workload because we're in 

the business of armament and con
figuration testing (7 types of aircraft, 
17 separate Mission Design and Ser
ies (MOS)) . We maintain more than 
3,000 DD Form 365s (Form F) for our 
60 aircraft . 

If evaluation is the heart of our 
QA program, then product deficien
cy is the brain. Our analysts work 
a two-way street, feeding systems 
project offices (SPOs) and system 
managers with deficiency informa
tion and translating data to the in
spectors so they can adjust and fine
tune the evaluation game plan . We 
have a program we call FOCUS in 
which the individual inspector re
ceives real-time data which enables 
him/her to investigate and deter
mine if a negative trend supports a 
change in where and how an in
spector looks. Two programs we 
work especially hard are safety 
cross-feed and one-time inspection 
(OTI). 

We receive a tremendous flow of 
mishap messages (F-4, F-16, F-15, 
F-111, A-10, T-38, UH-lN) which we 
comb for logistics lessons learned, 
and then apply to our fleet and or
ganization to improve the quality of 
maintenance. One method we may 
employ is the OTI to verify condi
tion or status of our equipment, but 
a note of caution. OTis are expen
sive and time-consuming; we put 
each recommendation for an OTI 
through rigorous screening to en
sure the payoff potential is there. 

PRODUCT DEFICIENCY 
EVALUATION 
OBSERVATION 

e CMI CMA 
•av1 
• CSI 
e TVE PPE 
•SAFETY 
e HOUSEKEEPING 

DCM ASSIGNMENT 

e INVESTIGATIONS 
e STUDIES 

e MOR/SR e TCTO 
e SE CROSSFEED e OTI 
e DEFICIENCY ANALYSIS 
e AFTO FORM 22 

QUALITY 

MAINTENANCE 

SELF 
INSPECTION 

e SIP 
e MAV 

INTERFACE 

e FOO/FOP PREVENTION PROG 
e CLASS II MOD INSPECTION 
• WEIGHT & BALANCE e FCF 
e TODO/LIBRARY e ASIP e REPORTS 
e LOCAL CHECK LISTS 

Quality Assurance Program 

e OPS 
e SEF 
e SEG 
e AFLC 

Here are some additional ideas 
we've adopted to improve QA 
which might prove useful to you . 

• Change your inspectors: We 
keep an inspector for 2 years and re
turn him/her to the squadron. New 
people are selected from the squad
rons using best qualified criteria. In
troduce new ideas. Avoid deadhead 
practices. 

• Institutionalize: Write a pro
gram OI for everything you do. 
Keep those that are successful. 
Don't rely on word-of-mouth. 

• Advertise: QA is a service or
ganization. Advertise your service, 
otherwise, nobody buys. Material 
deficiency reporting/service report
ing (MOR/SR) is a prime example. 

• Showcase: QA is the showcase 
in maintenance where examples are 
set. Make sure your example is a 
good one by personnel selection, 
personal appearance, and staff 
work. 

• Work smarter, not harder: Al
ways look for innovation that will 
permit you to accomplish more. Au
tomate where possible. Creative 
task management is the key. 

• Controversy: Don't shy away 
from it; at the same time, don't un
necessarily fall on your sword. 

• Inspection: Allow yourself to 
be inspected, and use the report to 
improve. If you aren't inspected, 
you'll lose credibility, to say nothing 
of the lumps you'll take during the 
next MEI. 

There you are - a few ideas on 
how we've chosen to organize our 
QA program. Maybe they will help 
you. In the meantime, you may 
have an innovative QA program we 
can borrow to further improve. If so, 
write to: 3246 TESTW/MAQ Eglin 
AFB, FL 32542-5000. • 
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All Dash Ones 
Are N ot 
Created 
Equal 

CAPTAIN ROBERT R. SINGLETON 
55th Aerospace Rescue and 
Recovery Squadron 
Eglin AFB, FL 

• The C-130's crew had received a 
written weather brief at an overseas 
location which forecast arrival 
weather at destination as 1,000 scat
tered, 2,000 overcast, 7 miles visibil
ity - intermittent to 4 miles and 
light rain. Actual arrival conditions 
were 300 broken; visibility 1/2 to 3/4 
mile; light to moderate rain, drizzle, 
and fog; light to moderate turbu
lence, surface to five thousand . The 
aircraft crashed and all aboard per
ished . The investigation determined 
the weather folks at departure base 
had done the best they could given 
the information available to them. 
With that in mind, this article is in 
no way an indictment of that, or any 
weather shop. 

What struck me most about this 
incident was the fact that a crew, 
like any crew you or I have been on, 
took off believing weather to be one 
way, planned on weather being that 
way, and found actual weather to be 
very different. All of us, including 
weather folks, joke - at one time or 
another - about the reliability of 
weather forecasts. While the weath
er, and weather forecasting, admit
tedly provide good material for 
jokes, they can kill you. 
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The foremost question in my 
mind when I had finished reading 
the report was this : Given the 
weather people are outstanding, 
their product, my 175-1,* is only as 
reliable as the inputs available to 
them. What are those inputs? What 
are their limits? And lastly, what can 
aircrews do to help both themselves 
and the weather people serving 
them? 

My hope in this article is to share 
what I've learned so aircrew mem
bers can better evaluate the reliabil
ity of our weather forecasts, and 
safely plan accordingly. 

Early in my research, I was ad
vised my questions could constitute 
the desired learning objectives for 
a 6-month course in forecasting and 
meteorology. Given that caveat, my 
words are admittedly not compre
hensive and could drive a full
fledged meteorologist crazy; but for 
our purposes, they should suffice. 

Observations and Forecasts 

Your forecaster may choose to 
work with any of three types of 
observations in compiling your 
Dash-1. An aviation weather report 
(AWR), or its equivalent, is issued 
by stations hourly and on a special 

• The standard Air Force weather briefing sheet which fore· 
casts departure, en route, and destination and alternate 
base weather. 

basis as required. Through the use 
of computer terminals, teletype, or 
telephone, the forecaster will either 
call your destination directly or tap 
into the data bank stored at Cars
well AFB, Texas - the input/output 
terminal for the Air Force Global 
Weather Center (AFGWC) at Offutt 
AFB, Nebraska, and the Automat
ed Weather Network (AWN). 
Together, the AFGWC and AWN 
receive observations from US and 
foreign, military and civil fields. 

Your forecaster may use two other 
forms of observation; the familiar 
pilot report (PIREP) and the hourly 
or special radar report (RAREP) . 
RAREPs provide information on 
precipitation patterns, area cover
age, height, intensity, and move
ment. 

While observation report informa
tion on what is happening right 
now may provide a good starting 
point, you are concerned with the 
forecast for your arrival time. Your 
forecaster can again choose to tap 
into the AFGWC or AWN via the 
Carswell data bank for a Terminal 
Aerodrome Forecast (TAF) or equiv
alent; or he may elect to contact 
your destination directly for the 
same. Like the AWRs and RAREPs, 
the TAFs are generated hourly and 
special as required. As with the 
AWRs, the Carswell data bank con
tains TAFs for US and foreign, civil 
and military fields. 



How much credence do you give to your 175-1? Some are much 
more credible than others. You should know and understand the 
sources. 

Limitations 

Observation and forecast coverage 
varies widely from field to field and 
is by no means complete. Some 
fields have no weather reporting 
services, while others run a part
time operation. Where fields lack 
reporting services, your forecaster 
may draw upon an AFGWC esti
mate of conditions present and fore
cast, or he or she may draw upon 
an AWR or TAF generated by a field 
in the vicinity of your destination 
under a cooperative weather watch 
program. 

All observations and forecasts, re
gardless of type or origin, may fall 
prey to a number of factors. Trans
missions may be garbled, delayed, 
degraded, or improperly encoded 
and decoded. Equipment used at 
some stations may be obsolete, im
properly placed, calibrated, or oth
erwise misused resulting in inaccu
rate reports. There is the question, 
too, of who is taking or making the 
observation or forecast - a tower 
controller, a station manager or 
owner, a company representative, 
or a qualified weather observer or 
forecaster. 

In the absence of destination sta
tion observations and/or forecasts, 

your forecaster may draw upon ob
servations and forecasts from sta
tions surrounding your destination. 
The extent to which surrounding 
stations can adequately reflect pres
ent or future conditions at destina
tion depends to a great extent upon 
topography. All of us have stories to 
tell of two fields separated by no 
more than a few miles, one well 
within limits, the other well out of 
limits, be it for winds/RCR, ceiling, 
visibility, turbulence, or hazards. 

Your forecaster may, as the situa
tion warrants, reference three other 
sources as well. Satellite photos 
may or may not be available at your 
point of departure. If available, the 
interpretation of satellite photos 
constitutes a full course of instruc
tion in its own right; as such, there 
is the matter of the training and ex
perience of the individual interpret
ing your satellite shot. As to what 
the satellite can tell you concerning 
low altitude conditions at destina
tion (ceiling, visibility, precipita
tion), the most consistent response 
I have received is such information 
is a function of the magnitude of the 
buildup - the greater the buildup, 
the greater the difficulty in deter
mining the low altitude conditions 
via satellite photo interpretation. 

Air Force Manual 51-12, Weather 
for Aircrews, contains comprehen
sive descriptions on the array of 
charts available to the forecaster. For 
the purposes of our discussion, not 
all stations have equipment re
quired to receive the charts. If re
ceived, the charts may vary in re
cency due to lag time in transmis
sion, reception, and posting. _ 

As with satellite photo interpreta
tion, the last source your forecaster 
may reference is climatology. This is 
another full course of inst~ction. 
Suffice to say, it requires training, 
experience, and time - it is a last 
resort. 

Each of the sources referenced by 
your forecaster has one common 
denominator: He or she is your fore
caster. This role is one of synthesis 
and interpretation. This individual 
draws on experience and training to 
transform raw data into a complete 
175-1 for you and me, the aircrew -
critical players. 

Aircrew Involvement 
With the discussion to this point, 

what can we do to help ourselves 
and lessen the likelihood of surprise 
weather at destination? 

First, and foremost, know your 
inputs. What are they? How com-

continued 

Your forecaster has many sources of information. For example, he can tap into the data bank at Carswell AFB or call your destination on 
the telephone. It's important for you to know what these sources are and how reliable they are. 
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All Dash Ones Are Not Created Equal continued 

plete are they? How recent are they? 
Consider the limitations discussed 
to this point. Do not accept the 
Dash-1 at face value; have a "feel" 
for it. 

The C-130 mishap which led to 
this article took off for a field with 
a complete Dash-1, however: (1) 
There were no weather services in 
the immediate vicinity of the desti
nation field; (2) no observations or 
forecasts from the destination field 
were used; (3) the nearest official 
weather observation was 45 nm 
from destination airfield; (4) bear
ing in mind the discussion of sur
rounding fields and topography, the 
destination field was on the coast, 
and all fields within 45 nm were 
either much farther inland or 
tucked into the mountainous terrain 
prevalent in the area; (5) observa
tions and forecasts for the entire 
area were sparse; (6) there were no 
radar weather reports in country; 
and (7) forecasters had to rely on 

satellite photo interpretation (with 
the limitation discussed earlier). 

The investigation determined the 
175-1 was the best possible, given 
the data available. Was the crew 
aware of the degree to which data 
was not available? Was the 175-1 ac
cepted as we are accustomed to ac
cepting them? Did the crew have a 
real "feel" for the strength of their 
Dash-1? 

On a recent trip to the Caribbean, 
I departed from a field with a 
weather brief for Eglin AFB, Flori
da. Having already started the 
research for this article, I knew the 
questions to ask. My forecaster had 
been in the business since the 
1940s, and had been trained by the 
US Army. He had no Eglin obser
vations or forecasts. He had no 
charts. He did have a satellite shot 
which was 4 hours old. Our esti
mated time en route was 10 hours. 
His brief was based on the old sate!-

At some departure points, your weather briefing may come by closed circuit television. Well 
planned questions will ensure you know what you're getting into. 
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lite shot and observations from 
fields surrounding Eglin, most of 
which were 20 to 40 miles farther in
land. Topography was a definite 
player - sea fog at time of arrival 
would differ greatly between Eglin 
and those surrounding fields. 

Know your inputs. Ask. 
Once airborne, continue to help 

yourself. Use your Pilot to Metro 
Service (PMSV). AFM 51-12, Vol II, 
directs the "PMSV will be used to 
the maximum to update forecasts 
and obtain latest weather observa
tions." It goes on to point out 
"Worldwide PMSV facility loca
tions, frequencies, and instructions 
are published in the appropriate en 
route supplement:' Whether you 
have HF, UHF, VHF, FM, or any 
combination thereof; once airborne, 
and throughout the flight, keep up 
to date on the weather. This is all 
the more critical should the inputs 
to your Dash-1 be few, marginal, or 
otherwise suspect - as was the case 
with the mishap C-130. That C-130 
arrived at destination, got surprised 
by the weather, and did not have 
enough fuel to divert to the filed al
ternate. 

Lastly, help the weather folks help 
us. Give them time to prepare the 
brief, call early, and be specific with 
requests. A point much emphasized 
by the weather folks with whom I 
worked on this article was the 
PIREP. Put simply, they want them. 
AFR 60-16, General Flight Rules, 
states "Pilots are urged to make 
weather reports of all weather ele
ments whenever possible. Report 
hazardous weather immediately." 
Do so. 

Predicting the weather is a tough 
job. The professionals in weather 
shops around the world do the best 
they can with the inputs they have 
available. Know those inputs. Ask. 
Make your own judgement on the 
175-1. Help the weather folks help 
us. Give them adequate and specific 
notice of your request. Give PIREPs. 
Once airborne, keep yourself up to 
date. Have a safe flight, and arrive 
alive. • 



Safety Warrior 

In The Beginning 

LT COL JIMMIE D. MARTIN 

• In September of this year, the 
US Air Force will celebrate its 40th 
anniversary. In honor of this great 
event, "Safety Warrior" will feature 
a series of articles tracing the histo
ry of the Air Force. Of course, to do 
this we have to go back much far
ther than the official birth of the Air 
Force in 1947. I chose not to begin 
with balloons and gliders because 
of limited time and space for this 
series. So, we will begin with the 
first aircraft purchased by the US 
Army. 

For many years, Samuel P. Lang
ley, Secretary of the Smithsonian 
Institution, claimed to have invent
ed the first aircraft capable of pow
ered flight. After he had successful
ly built and flown several steam 
powered models, he began work on 
a full-sized aircraft. In 1898, the US 
War Department's Board of Ord
nance and Fortifications recom
mended he receive $25,000 to con
tinue his experiments. This board 

was responsible for investigating 
new weapons of war. The amount 
of money was later increased to 
$50,000. 

The first trial of the Langley plane 
was on 7 October 1903, and it end-

- - -
Eighty years ago, the Army gave birth to the 
Aeronautical Division of the Signal Corps. 
Forty years later its descendant, the Air Force, 
was born . 

ed in failure when the front guy 
post caught on the launcher and 
caused the craft to crash 50 feet 
from the launcher. The second trial 
also failed when the rear wings and 
rudder were broken before the craft 
cleared the launcher. The Board of 
Ordnance and Fortifications refused 
to invest any more money in the 
project, and it was abandoned. 

The Langley machine was placed 
in the Smithsonian and labeled, 
"the first heavier-than-air machine 
capable of flight:' Glenn Curtiss 
flew the Langley machine in 1914, 
but he made several structural 
changes before flying it. Since the 
plane never flew in its original form, 
the Smithsonian was finally forced 
to remove the label in 1914. 

Meanwhile, without fanfare or 
monetary support, two bicycle 
builders in Dayton, Ohio, continued 
their experiments. The Wright 
brothers, Orville and Wilbur, had 
been interested in the possibility of 
flying for many years. They began 
with kites, progressed to gliders, 

continued 
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Safety Warrior 
In The Beginning 
continued 

On 17 December 1903, 
the Wright Brothers finally 

accomplished what had eluded so 
many others - powered flight in a 

heavier-than-air machine. 

and finally reached powered flight. 
On 17 December 1903, Orville 

Wright became the first man to fly 
in a power-driven, heavier-than-air 
machine. Throughout the next year, 
the Wright brothers continued to 
improve their aircraft and their own 
flying skills. They received very lit
tle public recognition for their feat. 
In fact, most members of the press 
and the public didn't believe the 
brothers had actually succeeded in 
flying. 

Late in 1904, the Wright brothers 
were approached by representatives 
from Great Britain and asked to 
name a price for their aircraft . But, 
the brothers preferred to give first 
priority to the US government. So, 
on 18 January 1905, they wrote a let
ter to Congressman R.M. Nevin of 
the Dayton district telling him what 
they had accomplished and offering 
their invention to the United States. 

Congressman Nevin passed the 
Wright's offer on to the War Depart-

ment and the Ordnance and Forti
fications Board. The President of 
the board, Major General G.L. 
Gillespie, sent the congressman a 
form letter stating " . . . the Board 
has found it necessary to decline to 
make allotments for the experimen
tal development of devices for 
mechanical flight ... :' 

They obviously didn't believe the 
Wright brothers' claim. No doubt, 
the board members were influenced 
by the loss of $50,000 in the unsuc
cessful Langley trials. The Army 
was still being criticized by Con
gress and the press for this "waste 
of money:' 

In October 1905, the Wright broth
ers wrote to the Secretary of War 
and repeated their offer. Once again 
they received basically the same re
ply from the Board of Ordnance 
and Fortifications. The Wrights then 
wrote to the Board and said they 
didn't want any money and asked 
the Board to specify the perfor-

mance requirements they would re
quire for a flying machine. 

The Board considered the 
Wright's offer and their response 
was " . . . the Board does not care 
to formulate any requirements for 
the performance of a flying machine 
or to take any further action on the 
subject until a machine is produced 
which by actual operation is shown 
to be able to produce horizontal 
flight and to carry an operator:' Ah, 
bureaucrats, where would we be 
without them? 

The Wrights gave up the effort to 
sell their aircraft to the Army and 
began negotiations with the British 
and French government representa
tives who had come to see the air
craft for themselves. The invention 
was finally brought to the attention 
of President Theodore Roosevelt 
early in 1907 by members of the 
Aero Club of America. The Presi
dent ordered William H. Taft, Secre
tary of War, to investigate, and the 

The Wright Model B included changes such as wheels, a rear-mounied elevator, and improved flight controls. 
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Wrights were contacted in May of 
1907. 

It was on 1 August 1907, that the 
forerunner of the Air Force came in
to being. Brigadier General James 
Allen, Chief of the Signal Corps, is
sued a memo establishing an Aero
nautical Division. The memo stat
ed in part, "This division will have 
charge of all matters pertaining to 
military ballooning, air machines, 
and all kindred subjects." The divi
sion consisted of three men -
Captain Charles Chandler, Corporal 
Edward Ward, and First Class Pri
vate Joseph Barrett. Apparently Pri
vate Barrett was not an aviation en
thusiast because he deserted soon 
after his assignment to the division. 

Although the division was pri
marily involved in balloons and dir
igibles, on 23 December 1907, Gen
eral Allen issued Specification No. 
486 of a heavier-than-air flying ma
chine and asked for bids. The speci
fications were pretty simple by to
day's standards, but many people 
considered them totally unreason
able because they thought no one 
had even built an aircraft that could 
fly. The requirements were: 

• Must be able to be assembled 
in about one hour and capable of 
quick disassembly for transporting 
in Army wagons. 

• Capable of taking off in any 
country and landing undamaged in 
any field without requiring a spe
cially prepared spot. 

• Carry 2 persons of combined 
weight of 350 pounds with suffi
cient fuel for a flight of 125 miles 
and should have a speed of 40 miles 
an hour. 

• Have a simple and transport
able starting device and be capable 
of a safe descent in case of an acci
dent to the propelling machinery. 

• Sufficiently simple to permit 
an intelligent man to become profi
cient in its use in a reasonable 
length of time. 

The price quoted would include 
instruction of two men . 

In spite of predictions there 
would be no bidders, there were 
three successful bidders. However, 
only the Wright brothers succeed
ed in actually producing a flyable 
aircraft. On 20 August 1908, Orville 

Lt T.D. Milling, Orville Wright, and Lt Henry H. Arnold at College Park. Milling and Arnold 
are wearing the latest in flight clothing while Orville is wearing his traditional "flight suit." 

Wright delivered the first Army air
craft at Fort Myer, Virginia. Wilbur 
Wright was abroad at this time giv
ing demonstrations, so Orville per
formed all the trial flights. 

The first flight of the new Army 
aircraft was on 3 September, and 
less than a thousand people were 
on hand to see it. But the following 
day many thousands showed up, 
and the newspapers and general 
public finally accepted the fact that 
powered flight was a reality. 

The final flight in the trials result
ed in the first Army aviation mis
hap. Lieutenant Thomas E. Sel
fridge was flying as a passenger 
with Orville Wright. After they had 
been airborne about 3 or 4 minutes, 
the aircraft suddenly nosed over 
and crashed at a steep angle. Lieu
tenant Selfridge was fatally injured 
and died several hours later. Orville 
was seriously injured and hospital
ized for 7 weeks. 

The Army ordered an investiga
tion to learn the cause of the mis
hap. The investigation consisted of 
observing the remains of the 
crashed aircraft and taking witness 
statements. The board found a new, 
longer propeller contacted a rudder 
guy wire and eventually caused the 
wire to come out of its socket. This 

allowed the rudder to fold sideways 
and caused the loss of control. 

On 27 June 1909, Wilbur and Or
ville resumed the acceptance trials 
with an improved version of their 
aircraft . The improvements includ
ed structural changes to ensure the 
propellers could not hit any guy 
wires. This time the trials were com
pleted successfully, and the Wrights 
were awarded a $5,000 bonus for 
achieving an average speed of 421/2 
miles per hour on the final trial . Sig
nal Corps Airplane No. 1 was for
mally accepted on 2 August 1909. 

Our modern military aircraft such 
as the B-1, C-5, F-15, and KC-10 have 
all developed from this first, simple 
flying machine delivered to the 
Army. In the same way, our mod
ern, sophisticated mishap investiga
tion procedures evolved from this 
first, simple investigation. Of 
course, the purpose of the investi
gation is to prevent the same type 
of mishap from happening again. 
Just as the Wright brothers used the 
results of the investigation to modi
fy their aircraft, our mishap preven
tion efforts over the years have re
sulted in a steady decrease in the 
number of aircraft mishaps. • 
• Most of the material for this article came from The Unit· 
ed States Army Air Arm 186110 1917, by Juliette Hennessy, 
Office of Air Force History. 
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tech topics 

BLAST OFF! 

• After washing the T-37, the worker called for his su
pervisor who inspected the job, signed it off as accept
ed, and then departed the area . Now the worker was 
left without assistance to declutch the aircraft canopy, 
a procedure to ensure moisture would not cause the 
mechanism to malfunction. 

Working alone, he stood outside the Tweet holding 
the canopy with his right hand and activated the de
clutch handle with his left hand. After reaching inside 
the aircraft and removing the initiator safety pin, he 
reached for the door that contained the declutch han
dle. 

Inadvertently, the worker opened the panel door 
containing the canopy jettison handle (both panels are 
located side-by-side on the T-37 aircraft exterior) and 
pulled the lever that engages the initiator handle, jetti
soning the canopy. Fortunately, the worker wasn't in
jured, and the canopy landed on the ramp 8 feet from 
the tail of the aircraft. 

Investigation revealed the worker had not de
clutched a canopy since his initial "new guy" training 
during the T-37 crew chief FTD course one year prior. 
Granted, both access panels are yellow and located 
side-by-side but they have different markings. 

Not only did the repair costs exceed $3,000, but the 
Air Force was deprived of the training capability of a 
T-37 aircraft for the time required to accomplish the re
pairs. This was certainly the hard way to learn where 
the correct access panel was located. 

Such mishaps serve to remind us of the need to stop 
sometimes and ask for assistance. Regardless of how 
anxious we may be to do something simple like declutch 
a canopy, the time saved by taking the task for granted 
will certainly not compensate for the additional time 
spent in replacing an aircraft canopy and its explosives. 
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JOB CONSCIOUSNESS -
THE LONG & SHORT OF IT 

A routine F-15 basic postflight (BPO) inspection re
vealed impact damage to seven first-stage fan blades 
on the right engine. A borescope inspection uncovered 
further damage to the engine core module. 

After the preliminary investigation indicated FOD 
by a threaded object, inspection of the Eagle revealed 
one screw was missing from panel 4R. That panel, 
along with four others surrounding the aircraft's wind
screen, had been removed and reinstalled during a re
cent windscreen change. 

A screw that is too long is obvious because the 
screwhead is not flush with the panel. However, a 
screw that is too short may seat and be properly 
torqued but it will not have a sufficient grip due to the 
reduced threading. An incorrect depth will allow 
screws to loosen due to airframe vibration . Seldom 
does the person who removed a panel install the same 
panel. It's usually someone working another shift. 
When you remove aircraft panels, are screw bags avail
able to contain the screws for each panel? Are screws 
that require machinist removal or those that became 
unserviceable during removal either documented or 
immediately replaced with serviceable ones? Are the 
screw bags at the site labeled with panel number and 
number of screws? It sure helps if you're the person 
installing the panels! 

Sometimes, when installing panels, we fail to con
sider the consequences of incorrect screw lengths. Job 
consciousness (self-discipline) is a necessary ingredient 
to good workmanship and safety. Think about it the 
next time you remove or install access panels. 



EXPECTING THE UNEXPECTED 

Quick action, exhaustive investigating, and 
thorough reporting by the safety office at Plattsburgh 
AFB, NY, identified a potentially hazardous situation 
involving KC-135 ground refueling operations. The fol
lowing paragraphs provide a brief synopsis of their su
perior efforts. 

After the pit cart operator had transferred approxi
mately 325 gallons of fuel to a KC-135 aircraft, the noz
zle collar of the MH2B hose cart separated from the air
craft. 

The pit cart operator quickly stopped the fuel flow, 
limiting the resultant fuel spill to only 5 gallons. Prior 
incidents similar to this have included one or more of 
the metal collar ears breaking off. However, this partic
ular incident was the first time two metal ears were 
completely broken off and a third partly broken, caus
ing the hose to completely separate from the aircraft. 

The nozzle collar is made of aluminum with steel 
inserts on the mating surface of each ear to reduce 
wear. It appears that the breaks are occurring in the 
area of the steel insert where aluminum thickness is 
dramatically reduced . 

Investigation by the unit involved in this incident 
turned up an interesting finding. The breaks occurred 
on J.C. Carter D-1 nozzles, part number 6902, that had 
been repaired using nozzle collars of another manufac
turer. The J.C. Carter collars have a raised five-digit cast
ing number in the nozzle collar casting. The defective 
collars can be identified by a raised rectangle casted in 
the nozzle in the same location as the five-digit cast
ing number on the J.C. Carter nozzles. 

Since the failure of a pit cart nozzle during refuel
ing presents a very real potential for loss of an aircraft 
and people, nozzle collars with the raised rectangle in
stead of the five-digit casting number should be re
moved from service until the defective collars are re
placed with the proper J.C. Carter collars. Units are re
quested to take emergency local purchase action to ob
tain the proper J.C. Carter collars. 

tech topics 
STUCK MISSILES 

After the load crew was dispatched to download a 
captive AIM 9P missile from the F-16, they encountered 
difficulty in getting the missile to slide aft. The load 
crew chief discovered the missile launcher snubbers 
were not releasing and determined additional pressure 
was necessary to inch the missile aft. The No. 2 man 
then grabbed an aircraft chock and used it to apply 
constant pressure on the radome cover on the front of 
the missile. It worked! The additional pressure caused 
the launcher snubbers to release, but when the load 
crew chief removed the missile cover, he found the mis
sile radome and seeker head damaged to the tune of 
$3,400. 

Here's another incident. An AIM 9P umbilical was 
torn from the missile during a recent downloading 
operation. During unload of the missile from Station 
1 of an F-16, the load crew experienced excessive resis
tance which they chose to ignore. By forcing the mis
sile, the umbilical roll pin contacted the missile launch
er rail, damaging the guidance unit with attached mo
tor and five female pins. 

Both of these mishaps could have been prevented 
if the load crews had halted their operations when un
due resistance was encountered and obtained assis
tance from the armament systems shop personnel. 
Sometimes, an extra pair of eyes can assess the situa
tion and provide the technical assistance to get those 
stuck missiles off their aircraft launchers. 

These are only two examples of stuck missiles and 
the mishap potential involved. They are mentioned 
here to show it can happen to the best of us. The moral 
is simple. Armanent systems personnel are assigned 
for a reason, so use them. Don't depend on undue force 
to get the job done. Our missiles are far too expensive 
for anyone to use aircraft chocks for additional pres
sure. • 
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• During takeoff roll in 
a C-130, two troop seat 
center support beams 
came loose and fell on the 
loadmaster. He was struck 
on the leg and head and 
required emergency room 
treatment for a scalp lacer
ation. 

Each troop seat beam 
has two attachment studs 
which are anchored in a 
hole by a wedjit assembly. 
Maintenance found the 

Cockpit Fumes 

Shortly after takeoff, as 
the F-5 was passing 8,000 
feet MSL, the instructor 
pilot (IP) in the rear cock
pit detected noxious 
fumes in his cockpit. The 
fumes stung his eyes and 
caused them to tear. They 
also made breathing 
difficult. The IP selected 
100 percent oxygen which 
alleviated the breathing 
problem. 

The climb continued 
until the front cockpit pi
lot experienced the same 
noxious fumes and phy-
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wedjit assembly shutters 
were bent. This allowed 
the support beams to vi
brate out of their mount
ing brackets and fall. Sim
ilar problems with the 
troop seat center support 
beams and storage brack
ets have occurred before. 

Be aware of this recur
ring problem, and check 
those brackets carefully 
before flying. You could 
prevent a serious injury. 

HEY!! DIP you TAl<E 
YOUR SHOE~ e>FF 

OR $UMPIM'?.t/ 

siological symptoms pass
ing 13,000 feet. At that 
time, the IP assumed con
trol of the aircraft, direct
ed the other pilot to select 
100 percent oxygen, and 
began an emergency de
scent. At 7,500 feet, they 
dumped cabin pressure 
and continued to an un
eventful landing. 

The cause of the fumes 
is still being investigated, 
but there is an important 
lesson here for all crew
members. When the IP 
first encountered the 

fumes, he selected 100 
percent oxygen, but didn't 
terminate the mission. It 
wasn't until 5,000 feet later 
when the other pilot de
veloped the same symp
toms that the IP finally 

Alert Controller 

A C-141 had been 
cleared for a VOR ap
proach and was about 4 
miles from the VOR sta
tion at 5,000 feet when the 
GCA controller issued a 
traffic warning, "11 
dclock, 2 to 3 miles west
bound, altitude un
known:' The controller 
then looked at the PAR 
scope to pinpoint the alti
tude of the VFR traffic. By 
the time the target ap
peared on the PAR scope, 
it was 12 o'clock to the 
C-141, same altitude, one 
mile. 

The controller issued a 
traffic alert to the C-141 
with instructions to climb 
immediately. The pilot of 
the C-141 started an 
abrupt climb while asking 
the controller to repeat the 
instructions. The control
ler repeated, ''Traffic alert, 
climb at least 300 feet im
mediately:' Just after the 
alert was repeated, the 
flight engineer saw a glid
er pass just below the 

decided to call it quits. 
Physiological problems 
are not something you try 
to "tough out:' Terminate 
the mission and you'll be 
around to fly it another 
day. 

C-141. The glider had been 
co-altitude and on a colli
sion course. The C-141 
crew said a midair was 
highly likely if the control
ler had not detected the 
traffic and issued the 
alert. 

This is a good example 
of doing the job correctly. 
The controller didn't just 
tell the C-141 about the 
traffic and leave it alone. 
The controller used all 
available equipment to 
more clearly define the 
threat and then gave posi
tive instructions to pre
vent a possible disaster. 

When given the climb 
instructions, the pilot of 
the C-141 started an imme
diate climb while asking 
for clarification. If the pilot 
had delayed the climb un
til the second transmis
sion, it probably would 
have been too late to avoid 
the midair. 

Good heads-up action 
by all involved in this inci
dent. • 
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Presented for 

outstanding airmanship 

and professional 

performance during 

a hazardous situation 

and for a 

significant contribution 

to the 

United States Air Force 

Mishap Prevention 

Program. 

CAPTAIN 

Philip A. Oppenheimer 
FIRST LIEUTENANT 

Paul A. Madsen 
24th Composite Wing 

• On 30 January 1986, Captain Oppenheimer and Lieutenant Madsen 
were No. 2 on a close-air support training mission in an OA-37B. Five 
minutes after takeoff, while maneuvering at 500 feet in tactical formation, 
their aircraft struck a 4 to 6 pound turkey vulture on the leading edge 
of their right wing. 

Captain Oppenheimer started an immediate climb while transmitting 
"knock-it-off." As the aircraft climbed, he noticed moderate buffet due to 
heavy leading edge wing damage and the large carcass which had re
mained on the wing interrupting airflow over the aileron. Any movement 
of the carcass caused a change of airflow over the aileron resulting in 
changing flying qualities. 

After reaching 7,000 feet MSL, Captain Oppenheimer began to dump 
fuel while he and Lieutenant Madsen reviewed the controllability check 
procedures. The flight leader checked for other visible damage, found 
none, and initiated coordination with the SOF. Captain Oppenheimer 
began the controllability check and found his minimum controllable 
airspeed was 190 knots with severe buffet and an uncommanded right roll. 

A climb to 17,000 feet MSL was immediately initiated since uncontrolled 
ejection became a very real possibility. At 17,000 feet, Captain Oppenheimer 
tried, unsuccessfully, to free the carcass by applying both positive and 
negative G and by accelerating the aircraft. 

As the airspeed passed 220 knots, the pilots experienced severe air
frame buffet and an uncommanded right roll . The fuel line from the right 
pylon wing tank had been crushed preventing fuel transfer and causing 
an imbalance of over 1,200 pounds which was unknown to the pilots since 
pylon fuel cannot be monitored. Captain Oppenheimer held full left stick 
and rudder to maintain aircraft control. 

Landing under these conditions was impossible. Lieutenant Madsen 
reviewed emergency procedures and coordinated intended actions with 
the chase ship and the SOF. In coordination with the chase IP, SOF, and 
DO, Captain Oppenheimer decided to selectively jettison stores to increase 
aircraft control and found the new minimum control speed was 110 knots, 
but moderate aircraft buffet still existed. The crew selected a 130-knot final 
approach speed and executed a flawless straight-in approach and landing. 
Postflight inspection revealed part of the bird had hit and cracked the right 
aileron which accounted for the severe in-flight vibration. 

The outstanding airmanship and professional flying skill of Captain 
Oppenheimer and Lieutenant Madsen enabled them to save a valuable 
aircraft. WELL DONE! • 
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